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flower that fades quickly. It cannot live for years and sustain intense activity,
but it ought, at least, to create regular activity and in the institutions to which
it gives birth, it should perpetuate itself in such a way that tangible results
are achieved. Mr. Joshi has not denied the progress recently accomplished in
India. He has defined its extent. He said that after ten years it seemed to him
very inadequate, and he referred—because they are nearer and ^more .dangerous to
him than to others—to certain threats .that hang over all industrial communities and
which can only be warded off by intense activity on the part of our organisation.
To sustain confidence, to encourage faith, and to prove that we are already ac-
complishing our mission, two big efforts are necessary : (i) to accelerate material
results and (2) to throw into relief the common ideal towards which we are all
advancing, and to give our common faith its utmost value and efficacy."
As regards Sir Atul Chatterjee's suggestion,   Monsieur Thomas  registered  the
remark made by the High Commissioner about the tendency in  the  Conference
for the delegates to vote not according to  their convictions on a  given question
but according, as   whether  they belonged to   the Governments'or employers' or
workers' group, when he observed, "for the past two years we have heard criticism
of the working of the groups both  as regards  the  methods  they  adopt  and  the
spirit which  animates them".   Alluding to the  other suggestions of  Sir  Atul, the
Director stated : "It has been asked that the Agenda of the Conference should be
fixed by the Governing Body, two years in advance.    This would not be impossible
especially if we have a  general  plan of action,  but in  that case,  common effort
would be required to inform public  opinion throughout the  world and  to interest it
in the question to be   discussed.    It would   be quite unnecessary to have such a
long preliminary period,  if the   question  were  to  be forgotten  or  neglected at
the end of two years.    It has been  said that we should have  one  question  and
not four on the Agenda.   I  have already explained   what our requirements are
in this connection,   There would possibly have  to be exceptions to  the rule,   but
the experiment should be tried.   So far as the office  and its technical  services are
concerned, we shall certainly  not complain,  but  above all, if it is possible to
concentrate   effort   over a   long   period on   an   important and  clearly defined
problem, likely  to arouse real interest there is no doubt that the effect would be
greater, the results would receive more careful consideration and  the participation
of all concerned would become  more  effective".   Monsieur Thomas  assured  Mr.
Shunmukham Chetti that he would give though to his suggestion  that  the  Corres-
pondents Office at Delhi should be adequately financed so as to enable him to move
over to Simla with the Government of India.
Monsieur    Albert   Thomas   continued : — "I    examine     the    realities     and
possibilities   which exist in each country, but    I   continually ask   myself what
connection they have   with   our common   ideal,  and what   faith   they   reveal
in social justice.   It is in this spirit that  I  would   ask tine    Conference to  carry
on its work from   year to year and   thus promote the unity   of   mankind   in
social    justice.   Mr.   Chetti has expressed  what we all    feel :    "We   bear   in
mind the   fact   that   as   citizens  of a    new   world we    owe   a   duty to  that
wider human society of which  Geneva is   rapidly becoming the centre.   Citizens
of a new world, we shall all   create   within   ourselves the soul  of peace and
justice.   Everything will then become easy and straightforward."
Work of the Committees.
In its closing days the Conference took up the reports of the various
committees. There was the usual discussion with regard to the competence
of the Italian workers* delegate and the customary affirmation of the
principles of the Trades Union movement by its protagonists. The question of
unemployment was the subject of a report by the I. L. O. and attracted con-
siderable interest for the obvious reason that it was the topic of the hour in most
industrial countries. Dr. Paranjpye, -Chairman of the Committee on Unemploy-
ment, recommending its report to the conference remarked notably : "The
committee also thought that it should not exclude the question of agriculture from
the field of the investigations which it asks the International Labour Office to

